
 

Object Localization

image classification localization has only oneobject while detection

can have multiple objects

classification with localization
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Landmark Detection
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ObjectDetection

Sliding WindowsDetection

infeasibly slow due to tangy computational cost



Convolutional implementation of Sliding
WindowsDetection

we try to do the whole image all at once
because it is thesame computationin oneCONV



YOLO algorithm
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Apply image classification localizationalgorithm

to the grid boxes
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now we have labelled the gridcells

inwhich we know there is an object

Specifying Bounding Box

we now specifytheboundingboxinthegrido.o l
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Intersection Over Union

intersection over union lov
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correct if IOVZ 0.5ish

NonMax Suppression

this happenswhen alotof thegridcellspredict they
havethe

centerof the object and thenpredict the size

probability of the
detection pe

box with highest R is chosen and otherswith a high

Iou awe surpressed

each output prediction is

gµ

discard boxes with R f OG

for remaining boxes

pick box with largestPc

outputthat as a prediction
discard anyremainingboxwith

carryoutforeachtypeofobject

IOU70.5withtheboxoutput
inthepreviousstep



AnchorBoxAlgorithm
AnchorBox1

AnchorBox2
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2 anchorboxes

we see which anchorbox has a higher Iou and we
choosethat one

foreachgridcell weget 2predicted boundingboxes

get rid of low probability predictions

foreach class pedestrian car motorcycle use

non max supression to generate final predictions



Region Proposals

OH
segmentationalgorithm

in2000blobs and running CONV

RCNN propose regions

classify proposed regions one at a time

output label t boundingbox

FastRCNN propose regions stillslow

use convolution implementation of sliding windows
to classify all the proposed regions

FasterRCNN use convolutional NN to propose regions


